



SCHOOL UNIFORM GUIDE 
FROM 2020 

RESPECT  -  INTEGRITY  -  COMPASSION  -  EXCELLENCE



A NEW UNIFORM FOR OLA 

Our Lady’s Assumption School was established in 1967. It  is now time to look forward to the next 
50 years and have a School uniform that represents the contemporary direction of the school - it is 
modern and professional in its design, and is an acknowledgement of the School’s faith and 
history. The new school uniform incorporates the new School crest which symbolises:  
Faith: The crest has a modern Dominican Cross to acknowledge the Dominican Order on which 
its foundations are built.  
Motto::We have returned to the original motto of the Dominican Order “Veritas” to encompass 
all understanding of the word “Truth”.  
Crown: The Crown represents the namesake of the School - Our Lady.  
Shield: The inner Shield reflects the School’s ability to provide for the spiritual, social, physical, 
intellectual and emotional needs of the child, whilst the second outer shield represents nurturing 
arms embracing the school, providing a supportive environment to encourage each child to 
become a confident and independent learner. 
Colours:  The uniform retains the key colours of the school - maroon, along with the Dominican 
colours of black and white.  

STUDENT RESPONSIBILITY 
The proper wearing of School uniform (Academic and Sport uniform) is compulsory. Parents/
Guardians should ensure that their child’s uniform is being worn correctly. As there is a phasing in 
period of the new uniform, the current/old uniform may continue to be worn until the end of 
2023. The new uniform will be compulsory for all students from 2024.  

There is one Academic uniform to be worn year-round (Years 1 - 6) consisting of a white shirt and 
charcoal skirt, shorts and pants. Appropriate footwear must be worn with the Academic uniform, 
including  academic school socks (white/grey) with closed black school shoes, or black sandals 
which are permitted during Summer months. In Winter months a compulsory school tie must be 
added along with a maroon jumper, girls are permitted to wear black tights. Additional items in 
Winter may be worn including black or maroon gloves and a black or maroon scarf.  

There is one Sports uniform to be worn year-round (Pre-Primary - Year 6) consisting of a polo shirt 
and shorts, with white sports socks and appropriate sports shoes. In Winter months the School’s 
tracksuit jacket and pants may be worn. A School hat is compulsory on all days and may be worn 
maroon side up during normal use, and may be flipped to the faction colour during sports 
lessons.  

All children should have clean and neatly styled hair, with hair longer than collar length to be tied 
back. There is to be no wearing of make-up or nail-polish. Minimal jewellery may be worn (such as 
a watch, stud/sleeper earrings and small cross on a chain).  

Any enquiries regarding this uniform guide should be directed to the classroom teacher or 
emailed to admin@ola.wa.edu.au.  
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UNIFORM PURCHASE 
Uniforms can no longer be purchased on school grounds. All uniforms are to be purchased 
directly through Nell Gray. This can be done online through their website (www.nellgray.com.au) 
or by visiting their store Uniform Concepts at 832 Beaufort St Inglewood (see map below). It is 
encouraged that fittings are arranged with Nell Gray in advanced by calling 9270 4658 or 
emailing inglewood@uc.nellgray.com.au 

Nell Gray’s Uniform Concept Store is open Monday - Friday 9am - 5pm (Thursday 6pm) and 
Saturday 9am - 1pm. Please note hours may differ over Christmas, New Year and Public Holiday 
periods. Pricing listed is for 2020.  
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STUDENT ACADEMIC UNIFORM - YEAR ROUND 

 
     GIRLS        GIRLS / BOYS 

GIRL’S WHITE ACADEMIC SOCK 

Price: $9.50 
Sizes Available: S(9-12), M(13-3), L(2-8)

BOY’S GREY ACADEMIC SOCK 

Price: $9.50 
Sizes Available: S(9-12), M(13-3), L(2-8)

STUDENT ACADEMIC UNIFORM : Years 1 - 6 
SUMMER - TERM 1 AND 4

UNISEX SHIRT 

Price: $31.00 
Sizes Available: 2-16

SKIRT 

Price: $31.00 
Sizes Available: 2-16

UNISEX SHORTS 

Price: $26.50 
Sizes Available: 2-16
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     GIRLS       GIRLS / BOYS 

UNISEX PANTS 

Price: $32.00 
Sizes Available: 2-16

JUMPER 

Price: $49.75 
Sizes Available: 2-16

TIE 

Price: $23.25 
Sizes Available: One-Size

GIRL’S BLACK TIGHTS 
Source from Kmart, Target, 
Best and Less etc. 

BLACK/MAROON GLOVES 
Source from Kmart, Target, 
Best and Less etc. 

BLACK/MAROON SCARF 
Source from Kmart, Target, 
Best and Less etc. 

STUDENT ACADEMIC UNIFORM : Years 1 - 6 
WINTER - TERM 2 AND 3
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GIRLS / BOYS 

 

STUDENT SPORT UNIFORM : Pre-Primary - Year 6 
SUMMER  / WINTER

UNISEX POLO 

Price: $32.00 
Sizes Available: 2-16

UNISEX SHORTS 

Price: $28.75 
Sizes Available: 2-16

HAT 

Price: $18.50 
Sizes Available: S, M, L

UNISEX TRACK JACKET 
Price: $49.75 
Sizes Available: 2-16 
Fleece / Jersey Lining option

UNISEX TRACK PANTS 
Price: $36.50 
Sizes Available: 2-16

WHITE SPORT SOCKS 
Source from Kmart, Target, 
Best and Less etc. 
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            SCHOOL BACKPACK              CHAIR BAG 
                     $66.25         $13.00 

       

               LIBRARY FOLIO        HOMEWORK CASE 
   $13.00          $21.00 

SCHOOL BAGS
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